Sony WHXB700/B
Wireless
Headphone Black
Get extra bass in a lightweight, comfortable wireless
headphone. Powerful, clear sound lasts all day long
with up to 30 hours of battery life. Download the Sony
Headphones Connect app to optimize your sound
settings, take phone calls with the built-in mic, and
control your smartphone’s voice assistant with the push
of a button. Key Features Exceptional bass for deep,
punchy sound As part of the EXTRA BASS™ range
from Sony, the WH-XB700 headphones enhance all
your low-end frequencies for exceptional bass, yet
maintain vocal clarity, lifting every track with wave after
wave of thundering rhythm. Enjoy wireless freedom with
NFC and Bluetooth® Near Field Communication (NFC)
and Bluetooth® technology remove the need for wired
connections and complex set-up sequences. Simply
touch your NFC-enabled device to the headphones for
a quick, seamless connection, then start streaming your
music collection. No NFC? No problem. Connect via
Bluetooth and you're ready to go. Long battery life for
non-stop listening A charge of around 4 hours gives you
all day power with approximately 30 hours of play time,
so you can keep on listening, track after track, mix after
mix. Quick charging when you're pressed for time If
your headphones are running low on power, a 10minute quick charge will give you up to 90 minutes of
play time. Ideal if you're rushing around from place to
place. Sleek design and long-listen comfort Whatever
your look, the simple, sleek, sophisticated design of the
WH-XB700 headphones with a one-color vivid accent
on the bass housing is the perfect match. Soft,

cushioned ear pads offer long-lasting comfort, ideal for
listening to your favorite albums, back-to-back. Built-in
mic for hands-free calls Switch effortlessly between
songs and calls with no need to remove your
headphones. Just press the multi-function button on the
left housing and a built-in mic enables you to take
hands-free calls from selected smartphones. Customize
your sound Set the perfect sound for every song. The
innovative Sony | Headphones Connect app lets you
customize your bass levels and gives you presets to
recreate club, hall, arena or outdoor listening
environments. Be smarter with Voice Assistant Manage
your day by connecting to your smartphone voice
assistant through the headphone’s built-in mic. Enjoy
entertainment, connect with friends, get information,
listen to music and notifications, set reminders, and
more. *Image are for illustration purpose only
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